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by Duncan Eaton
EASTLEIGH Health Walks, a keep-fit initiative launched a few months ago, has already been hailed
as a runaway success.
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The scheme to encourage people to pull on their walking boots is aimed at bridging the gap
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So far, the pilot scheme has been concentrated on the North East-leigh Primary Care Group area.
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Walks, led by a trained leader, currently set off from Park Surgery in Chandler's Ford, St Andrew's
Surgery in Eastleigh and Fleming Park Leisure Centre, in Eastleigh itself.
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But health walks co-ordinator Verna Kempthorne says the project has been such a huge success
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She said: "The take-up has been wonderful and people who started walking a mile are now doing
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"We have ten volunteer walk leaders trained by the British Heart Foundation."
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"There are also plans to introduce weekend walks.
"Walking is a great form of exercise for everyone. It is healthy, fun and free.
But for many patients, particularly those with heart conditions, the prescription to walk is an
essential part of the treatment.
At last September's health walks' launch Dr Eileen Gorrod, a GP from the St Andrew's surgery, said:
"Many patients are put off going for a walk because they feel self-conscious or vulnerable walking
alone, especially if they are not in the best of health.
"If you have children to get to school or a dog to exercise, then walking is a natural part of life.
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"But for lots of people at different stages in their lives this is not the case," she added.
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Recent research has revealed that 34 per cent of the population in this area takes no regular
exercise and 41 per cent are overweight.
The walks are completely free and no equipment is needed other than a comfortable pair of shoes.
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